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Narita Kyōko

Narita Kyōko is a Non-Player Character serving aboard the YSS Byakuren.

Narita Kyōko (成田 京子)

Species: NH-33 Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 5 Years Old (Created YE 31)
Height: 5'5“ (165.1 cm)
Weight: 121 lbs (54.88 kg)

Organization:

Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Jôtô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Asamoya (YSS Byakuren Plot)
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Character Description

Physical Appearance

Kyōko has an athletic build with defined musculature, possesses a modestly sized bust, and is a bit taller
than the average for a nekovalkyrja. She also has sun-darkened, lightly tanned skin. Her eyes are a
crystal-clear sky-blue – almond-shaped as is the case with most neko and yamataians. Her face is also
fairly attractive, though appears more mature than most neko with an apparent age of being in her late
twenties. Kyōko possesses ruby-red hair that extends as far as her neck, in addition to pointed
nekovalkyrja ears; the tips of which are are covered by soft red fur.

Personality

Kyōko is fairly tomboyish, self-confident and boasts a friendly and actively outgoing personality with a
love for socializing and friendly teasing. She is also quite competitive in her role as a starship technician
and likes to be the best as what she does – in the event she finds someone more skilled than herself
Kyōko strives to match their ability and learn from them all she can.

Having spent her career in the technical track of the Star Army, Kyōko has shown that she is quite
technically proficient and skilled in starship maintenance and engineering. She often studies and retrains
in her off-hours to build-up and broaden the base of her technical knowledge, further improving her
engineering skills.

Kyōko is also quite athletic, with a fondness for outdoor sports; she spends much of her leave pursuing
activities that challenge herself physically, such as mountain climbing and the like.

History

Pre-RP

Kyōko was created in YE 31, underwent the standard basic training for the Star Army of Yamatai at Fort
Victory Reserve Center, then received her supplementary technical training at the Ketsurui Academy
where she showed considerable aptitude in most of her areas of study, though she primarily specialized
in aether-based powerplants and drives, hyperspace drives, environmental systems and CFS
technologies.

Late that year, her first assignment was aboard YSS Cocoon; an Anri-Class Deep-Space Repair Vessel
assigned to the First Expeditionary Fleet where she gained a fair amount of experience working as part of
the vessels engineering department, assisting in the repair of numerous starships throughout the Second
Mishhuvurthyar War. During the course of her work aboard the Cocoon, Kyōko was promoted to Nitô Hei
in recognition of improved experience and ability.

In YE 33 Kyōko was assigned to Gemini Star Fortress, where she served in the star fortresses KFY
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engineering division, assisting in the construction of several new warships and gaining an increased
familiarity with starship engineering and design. During her assignment there in early YE 34, Kyōko was
again promoted to the rank of Ittô Hei.

In Roleplay

Recently, Kyōko has been reassigned to the Black Knights.

Skill Areas

Communications

Due to a combination of both her basic Star Army training and supplementary technical training, Kyōko
possesses considerable knowledge about the operation of various kinds of communication devices in use
by the Star Army, in addition to knowing the operational procedures surrounding their use. Kyōko is fully
capable of both sending and receiving transmissions through use of headsets, starships, power armor,
and shuttles, whilst either in or out of combat. Additionally, through a mixture of training and life
experience Kyōko has become skilled in the use of the innate wireless and telepathic communication
abilities possessed by nekovalkyrja.

Kyōko is fluent in Yamataian and Nepleslian, and is able to utilize both their spoken and written forms
with the level of skill needed to perform mundane tasks such as write reports, fill out forms, issue orders
etc.

Fighting

As part of her basic Star Army, Kyōko received the standard course in hand-to-hand combat, followed
with a rigorous training program. As such, she is proficient enough in melee combat to fight unarmed
against enemy soldiers both in standard Yamatai-like conditions, or even in zero-gravity.

Several types of military weaponry that Kyōko has been trained to utilize in combat include various
energy pistols, knives, and power armor fielded by the Star Army of Yamatai.

Technology Operation

Like most Star Army soldiers, Kyōko is trained in the use of computer systems that rely upon the Kessaku
OS which is commonly found upon Star Army vessels. Her technical training and experience also lends
her some skill in computer programming.

Due to her technical training and engineering experience, Kyōko is proficient in the use of a wide range
of technician tools, engineering related devices and mechanical systems commonly found in various Star
Army vehicles and starships.
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Mathematics

Kyōko has received the standard array of mathematics training supplied to new Star Army soldiers,
allowing her to use mathematical disciplines such as algebra and trigonometry proficiently.

Maintenance and Repair

Through both her technical training and throughout the course of her assignment aboard the YSS
Cocoon, Kyōko has gained considerable knowledge and experience related to starship system repair. She
also constantly studies and retrains herself to remain up-to-date with the newest advances in technology,
ensuring she is ready when new systems are fielded by the Star Army and that she is always able to
perform her duties as a technician.

Engineering

With her broad base of training and technical knowledge to draw upon, Kyōko has the skills required to
design and engineer new mechanical devices should the need arise.

Physical

Kyōko maintains a regular schedule of exercise, lending her strength, agility and speed all at or near the
upper limits for a standard NH-33 Nekovalkyrja. She is capable of displaying considerable physical
endurance, allowing her to perform exhausting physical activity for long periods of time.

She also pursues several physically-intensive hobbies, such as swimming, long-distance running, and
rock climbing which she likes to perform when granted leave planet-side.

Inventory

Items worn:

Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
Type 34 Multi-Function Bracelet
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray

Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)

Items in storage:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor
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Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Star Army Toiletry Kit
Portable Repair Kit - Military Premium
EPJ
AMES
Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
Ceremonial Sash
2x Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29
Star Army Undergarments

Character Data
Character Name Narita Kyōko
Character Owner Khasidel
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Jôtô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment YSS Asamoya
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 3
Orders Orders
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